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Chile: Earthquake 
A magnitude 8.4 earthquake occurred at 19:55 local 
time on 16 September. The epicenter was located in 
the Region of Coquimbo, at a depth of 11.1 
kilometers (National Seismological Center, Chile). A 
tsunami warning was issued at 20:03 to the coasts of 
Chile and Peru. The alert was subsequently lifted. 
Authorities declared a disaster area in the Provinces 
of Choapa and Coquimbo, Region of Coquimbo. 

 About 1 million people were evacuated by the 
tsunami warning. 8 people died and one is 
missing. 

 Firefighters (USAR teams) and specialized staff 
were deployed to the area of impact in Coquimbo.  

 Classes were suspended in the regions of Atacama and Los Lagos and also in the Metropolitan Region.  
As of 17 September, authorities continue to assess the situation. 
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Impact in Coquimbo 
 Los Vilos Hospital, has been evacuated due to flood hazard. All other hospitals operating normally. 

Emergency Rooms are functioning and they have been reinforced against possible increases in patient 
demand. 

 Around 96,700 people are without power. The company is working to restore service.  

 3,100 people are without drinking water. The water company is also working to restore service. 

 Airports are operational. 

 Some roads and bridges have been damaged. The authorities have begun an assessment and will publish 
the results with the affected communities. 

 The main seaports are closed and under evaluation. 
 

Response 
The Emergency Operations Center was activated nationwide. Authorities declared a disaster area in Coquimbo. 
USAR teams of firefighters have moved to Coquimbo, accompanied by army personnel and other units. The 
Ministry of Interior activated its logistics supply chain, according to the requirements of the regions, considering 
basic supplies as a priority for people who are in shelters or who have been affected. 

Coordination 
The United Nations is in communication with the national emergency office in the Ministry of Interior and Public 
Security (ONEMI). All coordination mechanisms have been activated, the Humanitarian Country Team awaits 
requirements from the government. OCHA Regional Office is in communications and monitoring the information. A 
request for international assistance is not expected. 

Contact 
Wendy Cue, Head of Office OCHA ROLAC. cue@un.org, Phone: +507317-1748. 
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